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SECOND GRADE BASIC MATHÂ Â A solid foundation of basic math skills is essential for early

success in math. Children who can connect their understanding of math to the world around them,

and build confidence through practice, will be ready for the challenges of mathematics as they

advance to more complex topics. The activities in this workbook are designed to help your children

catch up, keep up, and get ahead. Best of all, theyâ€™ll have lots of fun doing it! Some of the great

features youâ€™ll find inside are:Â Pick a PackageDetermining how many bags of marbles, seeds in

seed packets, or boxes of chocolates are needed helps a child learn how to group objects.Â Fair

Share Calculating how many cupcakes, cookies, and milk shakes twins can share, or dividing

chicken and French fries for a family meal, helps reinforce the concept of sharing equally.Â Piece of

Cake Coloring pieces of cake to match each fraction, and determining which fraction is larger,

provide practice in recognizing and comparing simple fractions.Â Rulers RuleMeasuring candy,

yarn, action figures, and more allows children to gain confidence in estimating and in using a ruler to

measure inches and centimeters.Â Save the DateChildren identify the date of a beach party,

vacation, birthday, concert, and more to practice reading a calendar.Â Â Give your childâ€™s

confidence in math a boost with 2nd Grade Basic Math Success.
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It's called the "summer brain drain" the 10-11 week period when kids aren't engaged in formal

learning. By the time they return to school in August or September, they may have fallen two

reading levels behind and forgotten "2 to 2 1/2 months of the math computational skills that they

learned during the school year" according to published research.Public school professionals must

expect this because as a parent of elementary-aged children, it is my experience that much of the

work done in the first school quarter of the new grade is spent reviewing and relearning the work of

the last grade - especially in math. Many school districts have gotten smart about reading and

assign summer reading lists and book logs. Based on the research, they would be well advised to

require the same thing for math.In the meantime, there's the Sylvan math workbooks including

BASIC MATH SUCCESS to prepare your 2nd grader for next steps. My kids love doing Sylvan

worksheets. All the pages in this workbook are colored and color coded which keeps the work

visually interesting ("Today, we're going to do the Blue section!"). There are lots of graphics and the

font and number sizes are large and inviting. Easy-to-read instructions and examples kick start the

learning module.I particularly like the way Sylvan offers different level workbooks within the grade

and subject area. For instance, after BASIC MATH, your child can then move up to Second Grade

Super Math Success (Sylvan Super Workbooks) (Math Super Workbooks). These workbooks are

learning you can count on.

I have purchased several workbooks for my kids each summer. Sylvan--by far--has more

appropriate content and the pages are not crowded. Directions are clearly stated as not to confuse

young students. This workbook is a must for every parent that wants to prevent the summer slide.

I have now bought both 1st and 2nd grade Sylvan math as well as many others and like all the rest

my kids and I love the Sylvan workbooks. They are a little ahead of common core which helps my

children be move advanced so when they learn something in the classroom they already have a

firm grasp on it!!! The math books goes step by step when learning new lessons as well as each

lesson flows into the next making sure that children can easily follow along through the entire

workbook! I also really like that the book as lessons broke down so it's easier to set up daily/weekly

lesson plans for parents as well as having bright colors and cute pictures to keep the kids engaged!I

did pay full retail for this product

I got 3 of these books for my daughter to work on over the summer. Since kids loose over 2 months



of information over the summer, and my daughter being one who falls behind easily as it is, I

thought this would be a wonderful tool for her while she is out of school. She loves these books and

she is also showing more improvement with her math skills and wanting to show me how she comes

up with her own math problems for me to solve. She then checks my work to make sure I'm solving

her problems correctly. I am so proud of her and can't wait to get more Sylvan workbooks.

Love the math books. I have a 1st grader and a 2nd grader that are both struggling with math.

These books keep it interesting. It is not all addition and subtraction. It is shapes, measurement,

counting money etc...... Someone said that this book was too easy for their 2nd grader. You know

your child so if they are doing pretty well in math then go up a grade. Some pages are easy and

others are more difficult. If they were all difficult my kids would get frustrated. I love the review pages

too.

I have compared many math workbooks at the second grade level. This one is outstanding. It

presents serious math content in interesting games/drills for all second grade topics, such as

addition, subtraction, fraction, measurement, money and time. It strikes a good balance between

math concepts and fun learning. My son enjoyed it. When kids have the interest, they become

smarter. Practicing math doesn't have to be painful. When my son takes the online Beestar weekly

tests, he often ranks high among his peers. I give credits to this book. It helps my son to develop a

strong foundation in math.

Sylvan is a great product! My daughter is having fun while learning at the same time. The book was

in new condition. Great purchase.

We homeschool and finished our math curriculum a few weeks early. This workbook was a nice little

review for those last few weeks.
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